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How do you decide which 

headset to use with your PC? 

To get the most out of today’s

PC audio applications, you’ll

want a headset that uses the

latest technology to deliver 

the best possible sound. That

narrows it down—to the one 

headset company with a 

worldwide reputation for 

technological innovation and

superior sound quality: 

GN Netcom.

The GN Netcom PC Headset

line makes it easy for you to

find the right headset. The 

GN 501SC gives you affordable

style and great sound. With 

the GN 503SC, you get superior

sound, comfort and convenience.

And the GN 503USB adds the

USB interface for premium, 

digital sound quality. All three

boast premium features, like

Neodymium drivers, noise-

canceling microphones and 

in-line mute and volume 

controls. So whatever your

need, whatever your budget,

there’s a GN Netcom PC 

headset that’s right for you.
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GN 500 
Series Stereo PC Headsets
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GN 500 Series 

GN 501SC
For the style- and budget-conscious.

If you’re on a budget, but still want a stylish 

headset with good quality sound, check out the 

GN 501SC. One look tells you it’s got style 

covered, with its oval-shaped speakers and sleek

lines. But the GN 501SC isn’t just good-looking, 

it delivers the goods. With 30mm Neodymium

speaker drivers and gold-plated stereo plugs for

enhanced sound quality. A flexible microphone

boom and noise-canceling microphone for clear 

communications. A soft, adjustable headband for a

comfortable, custom fit. And in-line mute and 

volume buttons, for fingertip access to the 

controls you need.

GN 503SC

Flat-out better performance.

Want better performance without breaking the

bank? The GN 503SC has what you want. Start

with all the features of the GN 501SC. The 

noise-canceling microphone and flexible microphone

boom. The in-line mute and volume controls and

gold-plated stereo plugs. The GN 503SC has 

them all, for the sound quality and comfort you’re

looking for. 

But the GN 503SC’s Neodymium speaker 

drivers are bigger (40mm), for deeper, smoother

bass response. The headband is self-adjusting. And

the speakers pivot a full 90°, so the GN 503SC can

fold flat—making it easier and more convenient to

carry or store.

GN 503USB
The difference is digital.

For your most demanding applications, choose the

premium performance of the GN 503USB. It gives

you all the benefits of the GN 503SC, including 

the 40mm Neodymium speaker drivers, flexible

boom and noise-canceling microphone. In-line

mute and volume controls. And pivoting speakers

that make it easy to carry and store. Then the 

GN 503USB adds to your comfort, with ultra-plush

ear cushions.

But what’s really different about the GN 503USB

is its direct-to-digital USB connection. The USB

interface gives you pristine, digital quality, stereo

sound. A stronger, interference-free signal (because

you’re bypassing your computer’s sound card). 

And plug-and-play compatibility with Microsoft®

Windows® XP, ME, 2000 and 98 SE, as well as 

Mac® OS 9.2 and OS X.

GN 503SC

Every GN 500
series headset
has in-line mute
and volume 
controls.

USB interface on
the GN 503USB. 
LED lights when
connection is
made.

GN 503USB

GN 501SC 

The GN 501SC 
and the GN 503SC
have gold-plated
stereo plugs.
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